
E.S.P.N Table

In geography, especially Human Geography, the four main impacts an event, or course of action  can have are

economically, socially, politically, and Environmentally. Obviously these four may not be  applicable in all cases,

but the basic format can be retained. The E.S.P.N (Economic, Social, Political,  Natural/eNvironmental) table is a

good way of organizing thoughts and ideas relating to the different  impacts. Yes, the acronym is a rip off of the

Sports network, but also serves as a way to remember the  four major impacts.

When asking for the impacts one of the things to consider is that, depending on the topic, some  categories are

going to be a lot easier than others to fill out. The example below on building walls at  borders, for example, is

fairly easy for Economic, Social, and Political, but requires more thought to come  up with as many natural

impacts. It is recommended that students try to come up with 3-4 impacts for  each category. This allows students

to address the easy or obvious responses, but then stretch their  thinking to come up with more impacts.

The E.S.P.N chart is a great way for students to organize their thoughts as a possible outline for  an essay, set up a

discussion, or just get students thinking about a particular topic. It can be used as a  collaborative,

Think-Pair-Share, or individual assignment. Just like with another graphic organizer it all  depends on how the

teacher uses it and integrates it as part of the lesson.

Located on the next page is the basic format for the E.S.P.N chart and then an example filled out E.S.P.N  chart is on

the next page. The format can definitely be changed as needed to fit the needs of the teacher  and students.
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What are the impacts of the pandemic?

Economic: Social:

Political: Natural:
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